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IDEAS Competition

The AUA College of Engineering is
preparing to launch an engineering ideas
competition starting in late Spring of this
year. The competition seeks to catalyze
innovative, feasible and high-impact ideas
in a wide variety of thematic tracks such
as information technology, energy,
automation, environment, industrial design,
and many others. Up to three tracks will
be announced each year.

Submissions can be made by teams or
individuals. The participants do not have to
be AUA students and there are no age or
nationality restrictions. The winning entries
will receive substantial financial and in-kind
rewards. Details on thematic tracks, rules
of participation, and awards will be
published in the spring of this year.

Dr. Aram Hajian, the Dean of AUA’s
College of Engineering, says “We are
inspired by two similar and successful
competitions organized at the
Massachusetts Institute of Technology
(MIT) and the University of California
Berkeley (Berkeley). Both competitions
are effective ways of engaging the
university in addressing community
concerns and encouraging initiative and
entrepreneurship, all in keeping with the
mission of the CoE.”

In designing the competition CoE
examined both of the aforementioned
competitions along with several others
held inside and outside of Armenia. “We
tried to identify the critical success factors
and shortcomings of these competitions,”
explains Mr. Alen Amirkhanian, CoE
Lecturer and Engineering Research Center
(ERC) advisor. 

A key factor common to these successful
competitions is the ability to attract a
critical mass of idea submissions that
demonstrate serious work and thinking.

“Good engineering ideas aren’t generated
in thin air,” continues Mr. Amirkhanian.
“Some of them emerge from engineering
laboratories, others while solving
day-to-day operational problems. There is
a lot of real-life, hands-on work that goes
into crafting good, winning ideas.”

Both the MIT and the Berkeley
competitions recognize this essential
ingredient. They employ a variety of tools
that support teams with their submissions.
These tools include mentorships,
structuring course projects on solving
real-life issues, matching teams with

CoE 2011 ALUMNI EMPLOYED AND IN ARMENIA: The AUA CoE graduated its 20th class of
Masters students in 2011. In all, there were 31 graduates this year from our two degree programs,
Industrial Engineering & Systems Management and Computer & Information Science. As with every
graduating class, we ask the following questions: Are our newest alumni employed? What industries
are employing them? Are they in Armenia? We are glad to report that the picture is positive.

Within six months of graduation, 26
alumni are employed or interning (22
employed and 4 interning). The
remaining 5 are seeking employment, a
number that is likely to decrease over
the next few months. In recent years,
our graduates have been similarly
successful at finding gainful
employment, even considering the
challenging economic landscape that
today’s Armenia presents.

Of the 26 employed or interning, 21 are
working in the IT, engineering, and
finance industries (with almost equal
distribution among these fields). The
remaining 5 are dispersed across
telecommunications, business
consulting, sales, and education.

All 2011 graduates live in Armenia.
While this may change as some alumni
find study or work opportunities abroad,
75% of CoE graduates (the average for
the 2001-2010 period) pursue their
post-graduation aspirations.

Source: CoE survey of alumni, mid-November to mid-December 2011

STUDENTS AND RECENT ALUMNI TRAVEL ABROAD FOR CONFERENCES AND EXTENDED
STAYS: International mobility is an integral part of the learning experience a university can offer. AUA
students and researchers have had opportunities to travel abroad to attend professional workshops or
conferences. Some have also stayed for extended periods conducting research. The following is a list
of some of these students and their activities over the past year:

Anna Asmangulyan (CIS '12) and Aram Jivanyan (ERC Research Associate) have spent
three months each at the Institute for Experimental Mathematics at the Duisburg-Essen
University in Germany. Their work with Professor Han Vinck focused on biometric authentication
and identification. These 3-month research opportunities enabled Anna and Aram to work with
leading scientists and become acquainted with the newest developments in the field. Their
participation was made possible by ERC’s Volkswagen Foundation Grant led by CoE Professor
Gurgen Khachatryan (see CoE Newsletter Fall 2011 for details).

Razmik Martirosyan (IESM '12) attended a weeklong training seminar in Huelva, Spain in
October 2011. The training, called “Economic Sustainability and Environmental Protection in
Mediterranean Countries through Clean Manufacturing,” was organized by the North Atlantic
Treaty Organization (NATO). Participants from over 14 countries included students, researchers,
and academics who shared information and experiences on clean manufacturing with a special
focus on treatment and management of industrial waste and wastewater. The training included
site visits to the manufacturing plants of Don Simon, one of the largest fruit juice and beverage
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businesses or community groups that have
problems requiring solutions, and creating
online forums or idea labs. AUA’s
competition is examining all of these, some
or all of which it may utilize.

The CoE hopes that after a year or so of
running the Ideas Competition, a
business-plan component can be added.
Both the MIT and the Berkeley programs
use their ideas competitions as feeders to
preparing business plan competition
entries.

“While it is essential for a university to
foster an environment where innovative
and feasible ideas are generated,” states
Dr. Hajian, “it is equally important for a
university to encourage the
commercialization of ideas. In time, adding
a business-plan component will be the
right step to this end.”

For updates on the Ideas Competition
please visit the CoE website.

New Face at CoE

The College of Engineering is happy to
announce the appointment of Ms. Emma
Nemishalyan (photo below) as its
administrative assistant. Emma is a recent
graduate of English and French Philology
from Yerevan State University.

She joined CoE when Ms. Nune
Hayrapetyan left to pursue her passion in
photojournalism with World Vision
Armenia. We wish Nune great success
and warmly welcome Emma on board
here at the CoE.

AUA's College of
Engineering (CoE) invites

you to a

“Question & Answer”
meeting with its

Dean and Faculty

about its two Masters
programs: Computer &

Information Science (CIS)
and Industrial Engineering

& Systems Management
(IESM).

The meeting will be held
on February 22 at 16:30 in

the new AUA Building
(PAB) in room 308E.

companies in Europe and CESPA, the multinational crude oil and oil products conglomerate.
Razmik’s participation was funded by NATO’s Committee on Challenges to Modern Society.

In mid-December 2011, Mariam Petrosyan (IESM '11) and Tatevik K. Margaryan (IESM '11)
joined 10 Armenian and 12 Turkish colleagues to attend a workshop on environmental
sustainability and energy efficiency. The
weeklong workshop took place in Istanbul
and included visits to buildings with LEED
Gold certification and the manufacturing plant
of Izocam, an insulation materials
manufacturer and distributor. The workshop
was organized by Civic Forum, an Armenian
NGO, in cooperation with Yildiz Technical
University and Izocam. Funding was provided
by the Eurasia Partnership Fund, which
administers USAID’s Support to Armenia-
Turkey Rapprochement Project. While not an
AUA sponsored project, the workshop was
led and co-organized by Mr. Alen
Amirkhanian, CoE lecturer.

In photo: Tatevik Margaryan (fourth from left) and Mariam Petrosyan (sixth from left) along with their Turkish and
Armenian colleagues at the Istanbul Building Information Center's Materials Library.

Two AUA College of Engineering teams participated in the semi-finals of the Programming
Olympiad organized by ACM International Collegiate Programming Contest in November 2011 in
Tbilisi, Georgia. The team members included Eteri Sokhoyan, Haik Sargsyan, Hovik
Khasikyan, Lilit Hakobyan, and Sergey Sargsyan (all CIS '12) and Vahe Pezeshkian (CIS
'13).  The teams set precedents by collecting the first rating points for AUA and winning the
3rd-degree Diploma of the Open Southern Caucasus Championship 2011. The teams were
coached by Dr. Suren Khachatryan, Assistant Professor at CoE.

CoE FACULTY ENGAGE WITH COMMUNITY, PRO BONO: AUA faculty and staff members devote
their personal and AUA time to work with communities across Armenia. This is often an unrecognized
yet generous contribution the university and its family make. Periodically, we plan to bring such
important work to light.

Entrepreneurship & Startup Funding: Dr. Aram Hajian, CoE Dean, co-organized the Yerevan
Startup Mixer, a get together of young engineers and entrepreneurs who are seeking to learn
more about IT entrepreneurship and starting a business. The event, held on November 5, 2011
at the Chess Academy of Armenia and led by the serial entrepreneur Al Eisaian, focused on
early-stage funding and the role of “super angel” investors. The day-long workshop enabled
participants to discuss the trends in financing of IT businesses and provide advice on reaching
and working with the “right” investors. The event also facilitated networking between
entrepreneurs and investors. Mr. Eisaian has 20 years of technology industry experience mostly
focused on conceiving and bringing to market innovative products. He eagerly shared many
insights and his outlook with the hundred or so participants. To be connected with this network
please go to the Facebook page “Yerevan Startup Mixer.”

Statistics Literacy for Primary and Secondary School Students: Dr. Tatevik Zohrabyan, AUA
lecturer and Country Coordinator of International Statistical Literacy Project, has engaged the AUA
College of Engineering (CoE) and the National Statistical Services of the Republic of Armenia
(ArmStat) in supporting statistics literacy throughout Armenia’s primary and secondary schools.
In mid 2011, through Dr. Zohrabyan’s initiative, CoE hosted student teams from schools across
the country. The teams (photo below) competed with each other by preparing posters that
presented statistical information in a concise and useful format. The winning entry was then
submitted to an international competition in which 18 countries participated. While the Armenian
team did not secure a winning position internationally, it was the first time Armenian students
had a chance to participate in the event organized at the World Statistics Congress, held this
year in Dublin, Ireland. “We look forward to the continued participation and support of AUA’s
College of Engineering in this important national effort,” says Dr. Zohrabyan.

Green Schools: Alen Amirkhanian, CoE lecturer and advisor, participated in the training of
elementary school teachers from schools across Armenia. During a two-day training in early
December 2011, Mr. Amirkhanian delivered lectures and led discussions as part of the Fund for
Preservation of Wildlife and Culture's (FPWC's) Green School Project. The Project combines
capacity building and hands-on learning experiences for teachers and schoolchildren
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If you have any friends who
may be interested in

applying to AUA’s CoE,
please let them know about

this meeting.

throughout schools in Armenia. It covers topics like recycling, wildlife protection, and energy
saving. Support to the Green School Project is provided by the Swiss Embassy in Armenia,
UNICEF, and volunteer efforts like the one offered by Mr. Amirkhanian.

EVENTS:
- 16th IFIP WG 7.5 Working Conference on Reliability and Optimization of Structural Systems, June
24-27, 2012 to be held on the AUA campus in Yerevan

NGINEERING ESEARCH ENTER    

PROCESS AND SYSTEMS ANALYSIS: Multilayered Work on Lognormal Scheduling Conducted
by AUA Faculty and Students
Drs. Lilit Mazmanyan (AUA) and Dan Trietsch (AUA) are collaborating on lognormal scheduling
models with AUA graduate students as well as researchers in the U.S. These models resolve
problems that make conventional scheduling theory impractical for real-life projects or systems that
are subject to randomness. Part of their work, done with Lilit Gevorgyan (IESM '08) and Dr. Ken Baker
(Professor, Dartmouth College), has been recently published in a paper called “Modeling activity times
by the Parkinson distribution with a lognormal core: Theory and validation,” European Journal of
Operational Research 216 (2012), pp. 386-396. In this field, Mazmanyan and Trietsch have also
guided two AUA College of Engineering Master’s theses by Aram Keryan (IESM '11) and David
Tarkhanyan (IESM '11). The theses deal with minimizing the effects of expected delays. Currently Drs.
Mazmanyan and Trietsch are focusing on applications of lognormal scheduling in transportation. They
study how to select the best route and due date for the minimization of fundamental safe scheduling
objectives. In addition, Drs. Trietsch and Baker’s paper, “PERT 21: Fitting PERT/CPM for use in the
21st Century,” has recently been accepted for publication in International Journal of Project
Management. PERT 21 applies lognormal scheduling to projects, replacing the traditional PERT
stochastic analysis engine.

Image: Cover of textbook published by Drs. Dan Trietsch and Ken Baker in 2009

In photo: From left Seda Baghdasaryan, Hasmik Vasilyan, Razmik
Martirosyan and Dr. Artak Hambarian (PI). The students are all in
their second year of the IESM Master’s program.

ENERGY EFFICIENCY: College of Engineering Developing Hybrid Space and
Water Heater with ITC
The Engineering Research Center (ERC) has initiated a project entitled
"Development of a Solar and Natural-Gas Driven Hybrid Water and Space Heating
System." The project is funded by Industrial Technologies Co. (ITC), an
Armenia-based engineering and product-development company. ERC will develop
an optimized design for the unit and provide product schematics and
specifications. ITC will make use of AUA engineers’ R&D to prepare the fabrication
drawings. The prototype is expected to be built jointly after completion of the
design phase. Dr. Artak Hambarian, the project’s principal investigator (PI),
explains, “These units are expected to reduce the dependency on natural-gas and
tap into solar energy, a resource that is abundant in Armenia.” Three CoE
students were competitively recruited to participate in this project.

INDUSTRIAL ENGINEERING: CAD/CAM Laboratory Installs New CNC Machine
The AUA College of Engineering has received a HAAS CNC milling machine from H2
Economy, an Armenian company that has discontinued its operations. The machine, to
be used for educational and research purposes, is housed at the College’s CAD/CAM
Laboratory. It is capable of milling complex surfaces on a variety of hard materials such
as steel. It is substantially more precise and has more capabilities than the milling
machine being used at the Laboratory for the past 12 years. The CAD/CAM Laboratory
Director, Sargis Zeytunyan, says “The new machine can achieve positioning accuracy to
5 microns.” For comparison the width of human hair is 70 to 100 microns. Zeytunyan
explains, “Such precision can be used for medical parts and equipment, jewelry
fabrication, and precise tooling production.” The HAAS CNC machine is equipped with a
tool palette that has automatic tool-changing capabilities. The new machine has been
installed and is expected to soon be utilized for coursework and research activities.

In photo: Sargis Zeytunyan with the HAAS CNC machine
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In photo: Arthur Asadoorian and
Lina Hovhanessian

IT & SYSTEMS IMPROVEMENT: CoE Alumni Developing Management Software for AUA
CoE alumni Arthur Asadoorian (CIS '10) and Lina Hovhanessian (CIS '10) are working with the AUA
Registrar’s Office to develop the first University Management System (UMS) in Armenia. UMS is an
integrated computer platform that automates university work flows, including recruitment, application
processing, student grading, student transcripts, human-resource management, and so on. “The
system creates databases and allows for multiple users from different locations in the university to
input and generate reports simultaneously,” explains Mr. Asadoorian. Currently for a college dean to
obtain information about a student or to receive a list of students enrolled in a course, s/he would
have to ask one designated person at the Registrar’s office to generate the reports. Demand for such
reports is great, placing great strain on the limited resources of the Registrar’s office. “UMS is the
platform universities use to deal with large scale work flow and reduce human error,” explains AUA
Registrar Rebecca Carter. Workload is expected to grow significantly as AUA introduces its
undergraduate program in 2013. “This UMS is not a minute too early in helping us prepare for this
growth,” says Ms. Carter. The software co-developer Ms. Lina Hovhanessian adds, “With this growth in
mind, we’ve designed the platform to be scalable, robust, secure, and user-friendly.” Currently, the
team is preparing to migrate the data from the old systems into the UMS, a process that is expected to
take six months. The UMS has been two years in the making. The first year of the project included key
contributions from two additional alumni, Saro Der Avanessian (CIS '07) and Rafael Avetyan (CIS '11).

INDUSTRIAL ENGINEERING: Advanced CAD/CAM Applications for Companies in Armenia
Ara Yeressian (CIS '12) and Babken Chugaszyan (IESM '12) collaborated with National Instruments (NI) engineers to create a 3D model of
an engineering training stand. The stand is expected to be offered by NI’s Armenia office to educational institutions for teaching various
types of mechanical transmission as well as to examine their dynamic, structural, and thermal characteristics. In addition, Flora Matsakyan
(IESM '12) and Arsen Balagyozyan (IESM '12) designed a universal container for vegetable freight that is made of polystyrene. The
student team also designed the molds to be used to manufacture the polystyrene freight containers. The design need originated from
SPAYKA LLC, a freight-forwarding company that stores, packages, and transports agricultural products internationally.

COMPUTER & INFORMATION SYSTEMS: Faculty and Alumni Present Papers on
Artificial Intelligence and Software Engineering
CoE Assistant Professor Suren Khachatryan, in cooperation with CoE alumni, presented
two papers at the 8th International Conference on Computer Science and Information
Technologies. The Conference was held in Yerevan, Armenia in late September 2011.
The first paper, "Interacting Particles Model of Go Game" written by Dr. Khachatryan,
Sargis Sargsyan (CIS '09), and Arthur Hayrapetyan (CIS '09), is related to the field of
artificial intelligence. It considers the game of Go as an example of a computationally
intensive game and models the pieces as electrically charged particles. It then
investigates the interaction between these particles, suggesting reasonable moves. The
second paper, called "Interacting Particles Method of Recognition of Software Module
Clusters" written by Dr. Khachatryan, Sahar Mojtahedi (CIS '10), and Aram Petrosyan
(CIS '09), is related to the field of software engineering and addresses the problem of
the decomposition of software systems into clusters of similar modules. In photo: Suren Khachatryan

Engineering Research Center
is a reliable

and high-quality resource for
your research needs.

Click here to learn more.

Considering applying to the College of Engineering degree
programs? Please visit the AUA website admissions page for

more information about deadlines, checklists, and more.

Dr. Aram Hajian, Dean
AUA College of Engineering

40 Baghramyan Ave., Yerevan, Armenia
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